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easy music arranging

Silver Bells, composed by Jay
Livingston and Ray Evans, was
featured in the 1951 motion
picture ‘The Lemon Drop Kid’
(performed by Bob Hope and
Marilyn Maxwell) - although the
first recorded version was by
Bing Crosby and Carol Richards.

The song first entered UK chart in
2009 when a charity recording by
Sir Terry Wogan and Aled Jones
reached no. 27.

STEP 1 - Select a style

I tried several styles that all worked reasonably well before
deciding on the ‘Country Waltz’ from the COUNTRY category.
I was looking for a gentle lilting 3/4 style and the main reason I
ended up with this one was because I particularly liked the
One Touch Settings associated with the Country Waltz style. 

STEP 2 - Set the tempo

When I created the Music Finder record for Silver Bells it must
have been a warm sunny day - because the tempo is a very
bright and cheerful 125 bpm.  Today, however, with dark
brooding clouds overhead it feels much closer to winter - and I
find the tempo I set earlier now feels far too fast for my current
mood.  Others have evidently felt the same because many of
the recordings I’ve listened to are much more laid back.  I
eventually settled on 110 bpm (which is actually slower then
the advised tempo in the EKL Christmas Songs book) but I’ll
leave it to you to choose a tempo that is both comfortable to
listen to and to perform.  It just goes to show how our feelings
affect the music we choose and the way we perform it.  

STEP 3 - Setting the registrations

Although I’m using the Tyros5’s One Touch Settings as the
basis of my arrangement, I want to make a few changes that
will (I hope) be interesting for you to follow and reflect the
Christmassy flavour of the song.

I didn’t use a set Intro for Silver Bells preferring instead to
simply play four bars of a C major chord using the style’s

MAIN A variation.  If you want to make this a little more
interesting than a straight C major you can vary the C chord -
maybe something like this...

Bars 1-4: C      /      /    |  C6        /      /    |  CM7      /        /    |  C6      /        /    |

Anyway, here’s the first registration - based on Tyros5’s OTS1.   

Registration  1: Blues  Harp  (Harmonica) OTS  1  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Blues Harp (Accordion category) - vol. 100
Reverb: 45
I increased the amount of reverb on the 
Blues Harp in the EFFECT page of the 
MIXING CONSOLE.

Right 2................. Off
Right 3................. Off
Style.....................Country Waltz (MAIN A) - volume 90
Tempo..................110 bpm
Multi pad Xmas Loops - volume 90

I selected Xmas Loops in place of the Brush 
Hits multi pad that was set up by the OTS. 
Although the pads were programmed in 4/4 
and this piece has a 3/4 time signature you 
can just about get away with pads 3 or 4 
during the performance.  If you‘ve been 
following Phil Leader’s series you might 
enjoy the challenge of creating a 3/4 set of 
multipads specifically for this piece.

As regular readers will know, I advise numbering the bars on
your music score - so that we have a reference point for each
change in the music.  If you’re going to do this today, start to
number from the second bar of the score (which begins with
the lyric “side-walks...”).  Number this bar 5.  This will allow for
the four bar intro I mentioned above - and the two pick-up
notes (lyric “Ci-ty...”) which you should play on the last beat of
the intro.

If you’re feeling confident you can add an extra element to the
intro by pressing the BREAK button at the start of the fourth
intro bar.  This will effectively break the style and provide a
rhythm only fill as you play the first two notes of the song. 

If you can, try to make use of the Super Articulation qualities
built into the Blues Harp voice.  If you detach the last note of a
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phrase from the next you’ll create a little grace note at the start
of the new phrase.  This will be further accented if you strike
the new note a little harder.     

At bar number 20 select Registration 2 for a fill-in to take take
you into the song’s chorus section which begins at bar 21. 

Registration  2: Guitar/Celesta  Split  OTS  2  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Vintage Spring Guitar (E.Guitar category) - 
volume 100

Right 2................. Off
Right 3................. Celesta (Percussion category) - volume 100  

This is a change from the OTS setting.
Style.....................Country Waltz (MAIN C) - volume 90

Press MAIN C so that it’s light is flashing as 
you store the registration. The fill-in will then 
be triggered automatically when you select 
the Registration 2 button. 

Harmony..............ON (see set-up notes below)
Split Point............ Right Voice 3 - F4 (see set-up notes)

Setting  the  HARMONY:

Press DIRECT ACCESS followed by the HARMONY button to
call up the HARMONY/ECHO set-up page in the display.  Then
set the controls as shown in the illustration below.

Setting  the  SPLIT  POINT:

I divided the right hand part of the keyboard into two separate
areas for the chorus section of the song.  The lower area is
where I suggest you play the tune that starts cat bar 21 (lyric
“sil-ver bells...”).  If you position the split points correctly you’ll
find that the higher part of the keyboard has the Celesta voice
from the RIGHT 3 voice section. 

If you use the fingering I’ve shown (although the first one is a
bit of a stretch!) you’ll be able to play the guitar part with your
first three fingers, and hold the last note as you play the frill on
the celesta with your 4th and 5th fingers.  The auto harmony
will transform the celesta into a silvery strummed chord -
which sounds great.

To set the SPLIT POINT press DIRECT ACCESS followed by
the ACMP (Accompaniment) button to call up the correct set
of pages - then choose the SPLIT POINT tab at the top of the
screen and set the controls as illustrated.

That’s it really.  Play through to the end of the song and, as
you reach the final C chord, press the ENDING button of your
choice.

As always I’ve made an mp3 file for anyone who wants to hear
my version.  Email for a copy to glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk and
put ‘Silver Bells’ in the subject line.

You should just about have enough time to give a polished
performance to your friends and family on Christmas Day.

Chords  (optional)

If you’d like to experiment with the chords I’ve used for this
piece begin by numbering the bars in the Easy Keyboard
Library arrangement as described earlier.  The first four bars
make up my improvised introduction and the written score
picks up on the last beat of the intro. 
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RIGHT 1: The melody - played by the Vintage Spring Guitar

2 3 1

4 5 4

2 3 1

RIGHT 3: The frills - played by the Celesta

4 5 4

1: C     /     /  [Intro] 2: C6    /    /  [Intro] 3: Cmaj7   /  / [Intro] 4: C6   /   /  [Intro]

5: C       /       / 6: Gm7     /     C7 7: F     /    FM7/E 8: Dm7     /      /

9: G713 /      / 10: G7     /     / 11: CM7    /     / 12: Dm7   /   G713

13: CM7     /      / 14: Gm7    /   C7  15: FM7   /    FM7/E 16: D7     /      /

17: G713 /      / 18: G7     /      / 19: C      /     F7 20: C      /      /  [Fill]

21: C      /      / 22: C7     /      /  23: F      /       / 24: Dm7    /     /

25: G      /      / 26: G7     /      / 27: C      /      /  28: Dm7    /     G7

29: C      /      / 30: C7     /      / 31: F      /      / 32: Dm7    /     /

33: G7     /     / 34: G7     /     / 35: C    [Ending] 36: C    [Ending]


